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A multi-state link is defined as an arc of a network having a
set of states, S={0,!,100%}. State 0 corresponds to the case
where no flow can be delivered through that link. State 100%
represents the link can supply its full capacity, intermediate
states represent degradation expressed as a reduction of flow
capacity. The vector that reflects the state of a component is
called a component state space set. For example, let a
network arc may functioning with 100%, 50% and 0%. Then,
the vector (0, 0.5, 1) is the component state space set of that
arc. The states of the link can be enumerated such that the
new states and the new state vector represent the capacity of
the link. This vector is called capacity state set and it is
obtained as the product of full capacity of the component and
its states. Assume that the arc described previously can
deliver an amount of flow equal to 6 under perfect conditions.
Then its capacity vector is equal to Si=(60, 60.5, 61)=(0, 3,
6). For entire system we define system capacity state set, S,
as the set of all available capacities from source to sink.
Sometimes, for some simplification, the states of the links can
be enumerated in different ways. For example, we can
suppose that the perfect functioning corresponds to level 2,
50% corresponds to level 1 and total failure to level 0 and we
will obtain the vector (0, 1, 2).
A vector X that describes the state of all the system"s
components is called a state vector. The set of all state
vectors is denote by E, E=S1uS2u!uSn|. The function M: EoS
maps the state vector into a system state. This function is
known as structure function.
In a binary case, the reliability of the system is defined as the
probability that the system works. Appropriately, for multistate systems the reliability of level d, Rd is defined as the
probability that the system works with level greater or equal
to d. In fact,
(1)
Rd=P(M(x)d)

ABSTRACT
We describe methodologies for the reliability analysis of
multi-state systems. Especially, we are concentrating on the
concept of a minimal path and a cut vectors. The problem of
interest is known as the multi-state two-terminal reliability
computation, and we regard how the concept of the minimal
path and cut vectors is used for modelling the reliability of
these types of systems. The main focus of this presentation is
to develop an algorithm for obtaining minimal path vectors
for multi-state two-terminal network with integer capacity of
any link. The proposed algorithm used minimal path vectors
for a binary system with the same structure as the regarded
one. It is based on addition of vectors, so it is simply for
understanding and fast. Examples are included to illustrate the
algorithm.
Key words: Reliability, multi-state systems, network
reliability, minimal path vectors
I.

INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, network reliability has been analysed from a
binary perspective. That assumes that the system and its
components can be in either two states: completely
functioning or failed. However, binary state theory does not
fully describe some systems as telecommunication systems,
transportation systems, water distribution, and gas and oil
production [1]. Usually, the elements of these systems may
operate in any of several intermediate states, so for analyzing
its reliability is used multi-state reliability theory. These
kinds of systems are regarded in several papers, especially
from Ramirez-Marquez, J.E. and Coit, D [2, 3, 4, 5].
Here we will regard one method for obtaining a minimal
path sets for any level for two terminal multi state systems
M2TR. This method assumes that the minimal path set for
binary system with the same structure is known. Other
techniques for improving reliability are also proposed in
[2,3,5]. The algorithm in [2,3] deal with minimal cut sets.

For a network with multi-state links, multi-state two
terminal reliability of level d (M2TRd) is the probability that
a flow equal to or greater to d can be successfully delivered
form source node to sink node.
A vector y is said to be less than x, y < x, (or dominated by x)

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

iff i, yiื xi and for some k, yk < xk.
A vector xE is said to be a minimal path vector to level j
(MPVj) if M (x)ุ j and for every other y<x, M(y)<j.
A vector xE is said to be a minimal cut vector to level j
(MCVj) if M (x)<j and for every other y>x, M (y)ุ j.

In this section we will introduce the problem of reliability of
multi state networks and we will give some basic definitions.
More of the definitions connected with the basic theory of
multi-state reliability systems are given in [1, 6]. The others,
which are connected with multi-state network, are given in
[2].
Let G = (N, A) represent a stochastic capacitated network
with known demand d from a specified source node s to a
specified sink node t. N represents the set of nodes and A =
{ai | 1 i  n} represents the set of arcs.
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(1,1,0,0,0), (0,0,0,1,1), (1,0,1,0,1) and (0,1,1,1,0), and this
vectors are also minimal path vectors for level 1.

III. RELIABILITY COMPUTATION
Based on these vectors M2TRd can be computed through the
inclusion/exclusion formula [3]. For binary reliability this
formula is defined as:

R

§ t
·
P¨¨  Ph ¸
© h 1 ¹̧

¦P P
t

h

h 1

 ¦ P Ph  Pk ...
t

h k

(1) t P P1  ...  Pt

(2)

where t is the number of minimal path sets and Ph = minimal
path set h.
This formula has to be extended to account for the new
vector structure of the minimal sets. For the multi-state case
M2TRj can be obtained with the following modification of the
inclusion/exclusion formula:

M2TR j

Figure 1: An example.
If a link is bidirectional we will chose one of the directions to
be positive and we can take 1 for that direction and -1 for the
other. In that way, from the each minimal path we get a new
vector, minimal direction path vector (MDP). In the pervious
example, the bidirectional link is a3, and in this case we can
choose the direction from b1 to b2 as a positive direction and
the opposite direction will be negative direction. Now, the
minimal direction path vectors are: (1,1,0,0,0), (0,0,0,1,1),
(1,0,1,0,1) and (0,1,-1,1,0). Note that each bidirectional link is
used only in one way. In fact, the flow trough one
bidirectional link goes from the node in which capacity is
greater then capacity of the other links to the other node. In
opposite, some elements will pass from one to another node
and back.

¦ P x t y h  ¦ P x t y h  x t y k ...
T

T

h 1

h k

(1) t P x t y 1  ...  x t y T

(3)
where T is the number of MPVj and yhMPVj. Using
following notation
max(z1,!,zs)=(max(z1(1), !, zs(1)), !, max(z1(l), !, zs(l)), (4)
where zu(v) is the v-th coordinate of zu.
The equation (3) can be write as:

M2TR j

¦ P x t y h  ¦ P x t max(y h , y k ) ...
T

T

h 1

hk

Definition 1 Let x be a minimal path vector of level j, then
MDP of level j MPDj is obtained from x by getting -xi always
when the i-th link is bidirectional and it is used in negative
direction (transport true this link is in the negative direction)

(1)t P x t max(y1 ,...y T )

(5)
The reliability of a system that follows the two-terminal
rationale can be obtained based on the transformed
inclusion/exclusion formula. We use the formula (5) for
calculation of the reliability of level j.

We will illustrate the basic idea of the algorithm on the
network given with Figure 1. An individual unit flows from
the source to the sink using one of the paths from Figure 2.
Suppose that one unit flows using path p1 Then the minimal
required performance of the network are (1,1,0,0,0), and this
is the minimal path vector for level 1, Figure 2.

IV. AN ALGORITHM FOR NETWORKS WITH COMPONENT
CAPACITY STATE SET {0,1, 2,!MI}
In this chapter we will consider systems with components
with the added constraint that the capacity of arc i is an
integer-valued variable taking values {0, 1, 2, ! , Mi}. In this
case, the capacity of the entire network is an integer value
from the set {0, 1, 2, !., M}. Set M=(M1, M2,!,Mn) be the
vector of maximal states of the system.
The initial step of the proposed algorithm requires that
binary minimal cut sets for the system with the same structure
be known a priori. Since the binary system can be regarded as
a multi-state system with two possible states (0 and 1), of the
components, minimal paths can be represented by the vectors.
We assume that these vectors are known. Moreover, these
vectors are minimal path vectors for level 1 in the multi-state
network. For example, consider the network given by Figure
1. The minimal path sets for binary system are {a1, a2}, {a4,
a5}, {a1, a3, a5} and {a4, a3, a2}. If we regard the system in
the multi-state context, the minimal path vectors are:

Figure 2
The second unit also flows using some of the paths p1, p2, p3,
and p4. Suppose it is the path p2. Now the minimal required
performance of the network that are used from this two units
are (2,1,1,0,1), Figure 4. The vector (2,1,1,0,1) is a minimal
path vector for level 2. Continuing on these way k-times, we
will obtain minimal path vector of level k.
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(2,1,1,0,1), (0,0,0,2,2), (1,0,1,1,2), (0,1,-1,2,1)}. The
reliability of level 2 is M2TR1=0.84614.
j=3:
(1,1,0,1,1) + (1,1,0,0,0) = (2,2,0,1,1)
(1,1,0,1,1) + (0,0,0,1,1) = (1,1,0,2,2)
(1,1,0,1,1) + (1,0,1,0,1) = (2,1,1,1,2)
(1,1,0,1,1) + (0,1,-1,1,0) = (1,2,-1,2,1)
(2,1,1,0,1) + (1,1,0,0,0) = (3,2,1,0,1)
(2,1,1,0,1) + (0,0,0,1,1) = (2,1,1,1,2) duplic.
(2,1,1,0,1) + (1,0,1,0,1) = (3,1,2,0,2)
(2,1,1,0,1) + (0,1,-1,1,0) = (2,2,0,1,1)
(0,0,0,2,2) + (1,1,0,0,0) = (1,1,0,2,2) duplic.
(0,0,0,2,2) + (0,0,0,1,1) = (0,0,0,3,3)
(0,0,0,2,2) + (1,0,1,0,1) = (1,0,1,2,3)
(2,1,1,0,1) + (0,1,-1,1,0) = (2,2,0,1,1)
(1,0,1,1,2) + (1,1,0,0,0) = (2,1,1,1,2) duplic.
(1,0,1,1,2) + (0,0,0,1,1) = (1,0,1,2,3) duplic.
(1,0,1,1,2) + (1,0,1,0,1) = (2,0,2,1,3)
(1,0,1,1,2) + (0,1,-1,1,0) = (1,1,0,2,2) duplic.
(0,1,-1,2,1) + (1,1,0,0,0) = (1,2,-1,2,1)
(0,1,-1,2,1) + (0,0,0,1,1) = (0,1,-1,3,2)
(0,1,-1,2,1) + (1,0,1,0,1) = (1,1,0,2,2) duplic.
(0,1,-1,2,1) + (0,1,-1,1,0) = (0,2,-2,3,1)
We have MDP3={(1,1,0,2,2), (2,1,1,1,2), (1,0,1,2,3)} and
MP3={(1,1,0,2,2), (2,1,1,1,2), (1,0,1,2,3)}. The reliability of
level 3 is M2TR1=0.64584.
j=4:
(1,1,0,2,2) + (1,1,0,0,0) = (2,2,0,2,2)
(1,1,0,2,2) + (0,0,0,1,1) = (1,1,0,3,3)
(1,1,0,2,2) + (1,0,1,0,1) = (2,1,1,2,3)
(1,1,0,2,2) + (0,1,-1,1,0) = (1,2,-1,3,2)
(2,1,1,1,2) + (1,1,0,0,0) = (3,2,1,1,2)
(2,1,1,1,2) + (0,0,0,1,1) = (2,1,1,2,3) duplic.
(2,1,1,1,2) + (1,0,1,0,1) = (3,1,2,1,2)
(2,1,1,1,2) + (0,1,-1,1,0) = (2,2,0,2,2)
(1,0,1,2,3) + (1,1,0,0,0) = (2,1,1,2,3) duplic.
(1,0,1,2,3) + (0,0,0,1,1) = (1,0,1,3,4)
(1,0,1,2,3) + (1,0,1,0,1) = (2,0,2,2,4).
(1,0,1,2,3) + (0,1,-1,1,0) = (1,1,0,3,3)
When elements x such that Abs(x) is not smaller or equal to
M (the bold elements) and elements that appear more then
once are eliminate, we obtain MDP4={(2,1,1,2,3)} and
MP4={(2,1,1,2,3)}. The reliability of level 4 is
M2TR1=0.3686.

Figure 3
Proposition 1 Let x be a MDP of level j and y be a MDP of
level k. If the vector z=x+y<M, then, it is a MDP of level j+k.
Using Proposition 1 we construct the following algorithm for
obtaining all minimal path vectors for each level of the
system:
Step1: Obtaining all minimal path vectors for level 1
Step 2: Obtaining all MDP of level 1, MDP1
Step 3: Construct the set MDP!j+1={x+y| x MDPj and y
MDP 1}
Step 4: Finding Abs(x)=(|x1|, |x2|, " , |xn|}.
Step 5: The set MDPj is obtain from the set MDP!j by deleting
duplicate elements and elimination all elements x such that
Abs(x) is not smaller or equal to M.
Step 6: The set MPj is obtained from the set {Abs(x)|
xMDPj} by elimination the elements that appear more then
once.
Step 7: Repeat steps 3, 4, 5 and 6 for all j{2,",M}.
Step 8: Calculating reliability using including-excluding
formula
Step 9: When the minimal path sets are obtained, the
reliability is calculated using including-excluding formula.
Example 1 Regard the network given by Figure 1 such that
b1={0,1,2}, b2={0,1}, b3={0,1}, b4={0,1,2} and b5={0,1,2,3}.
The vector M=(2,1,1,2,3).
The probabilities of the
components are p1=(0.1,0.1,0.8), p2=(0.1,0.9), p3=(0.2,0.8),
p4=(0.1,0.1,0.8) and p5=(0.1,0.05,0.05,0.8). The procedure
will be explained stepwise:
MP1={(1,1,0,0,0), (0,0,0,1,1), (1,0,1,0,1), (0,1,1,1,0)}
MDP1={(1,1,0,0,0), (0,0,0,1,1), (1,0,1,0,1), (0,1,-1,1,0)}
For the reliability function we obtain: M2TR1=0.97686.
j=2:
(1,1,0,0,0) + (1,1,0,0,0) = (2,2,0,0,0)
(1,1,0,0,0) + (0,0,0,1,1) = (1,1,0,1,1)
(1,1,0,0,0) + (1,0,1,0,1) = (2,1,1,0,1)
(1,1,0,0,0) + (0,1,-1,1,0) = (1,2,-1,1,1)
(0,0,0,1,1) + (0,0,0,1,1) = (0,0,0,2,2)
(0,0,0,1,1) + (1,0,1,0,1) = (1,0,1,1,2)
(0,0,0,1,1) + (0,1,-1,1,0) = (0,1,-1,2,1)
(1,0,1,0,1) + (1,0,1,0,1) = (2,0,2,0,2)
(1,0,1,0,1) + (0,1,-1,1,0) = (1,1,0,1,1) duplic
(0,1,-1,1,0) + (0,1,-1,1,0) = (0,2,-2,2,0)
When elements x such that Abs(x) is not smaller or equal to
M (the bold elements) and elements that appear more then
once are eliminate, we obtain MDP2={(1,1,0,1,1), (2,1,1,0,1),
(0,0,0,2,2), (1,0,1,1,2), (0,1,-1,2,1)} and MP2={(1,1,0,1,1),

Note that we obtain a lot of duplicate elements. Also a lot
of obtained elements are bigger then the maximal vector M.
So, we want to find a way to reduce unnecessary elements.
For that reason we analyze when such a vectors are obtained.
1. Duplicate vector is obtained whenever vectors with
opposite sign are added in a same coordinate. That property
follows from Remark 1. So we can test the signs of the
vectors and add only vectors with the same signs. But, if there
is a little number of bidirectional links, it is not necessary. In
fact, that test can take more time then test of replication.
2. Duplicate vectors are also obtained when we add the same
set of vectors from MDP1 in different order. For example, let
see why the vector (2,1,1,1,2) from Example 1 is obtain 3
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times as the minimal path vector for level 3. The first time it
is obtained as
(2,1,1,1,2) = ((1,1,0,0,0)+(0,0,0,1,1))+(1,0,1,0,1),
the second time as
(2,1,1,1,2) = ((1,1,0,0,0)+(1,0,1,0,1)) +(0,0,0,1,1),
and the third time as
(2,1,1,1,2)= ((0,0,0,1,1)+(1,0,1,0,1)) +(1,1,0,0,0).
In fact all three times we add vectors (0,0,0,1,1), (1,0,1,0,1)
and (1,1,0,0,0), but in different order. So, we can make the
algorithm such that each set of vectors is taking only once.
In construction of the algorithm we will use the following
proposition:

It can be concluded than by using the indicator function
we obtain a smaller number of vectors. Also, this algorithm
not requires minimal path sets for smaller levels to be known,
so we can use it in the situation when we want to obtain the
reliability of one particular level. In fact this algorithm
directly determines the minimal path set for given level k.

V. COMPLEXNESS OF THE ALGORITHM
In this section we will calculate the complexity of the
algorithm that directly determines the minimal path set for
given level j, in respect to number of binary minimal path sets
(i.e. number of minimal path vectors for level 1).
Let m be the number of minimal path vectors for level 1.
Then, the following theorem is true:

Proposition 2: If x is a minimal direction path vector for
level j, then there are vectors xkMDP1, k=1,!,j, such that

¦x
j

x

k

.

Moreover, each vector yMDP1 is not

k 1

Lemma 1 Let we have a two-terminal network with m
minimal path vectors for level 1. Then, the number of sets
that contain j minimal path vectors for level 1 is equal to

appearing more then min M i .
yi 1

§ m  j  1·
¨¨
¸¸
j
©
¹

For each vector in yMDP1 we take an indicator,
cy= min M i . Then in order to obtain all minimal path vectors
| yi | 1

(3)

§ m  j  1·
¸¸ ways to put j elements in m classes.
¨¨
j
¹
©

Proof. The proof follows directly from fact that there is a

to level j we construct all j-sets of elements from MDP1 such
that each vector yMDP1 appears at last cy times.
Example 1 (continue) Lets find the indicators for elements in
MDP1={(1,1,0,0,0), (0,0,0,1,1), (1,0,1,0,1), (0,1,-1,1,0)}. We
had M=(2,1,1,2,3), so c(1,1,0,0,0)=1, c(0,0,0,1,1)=2, c(1,0,1,0,1)=1 and
c(0,1,-1,1,0)=1. Now, for j=2 we have
(1,1,0,0,0) + (0,0,0,1,1) = (1,1,0,1,1)
(1,1,0,0,0) + (1,0,1,0,1) = (2,1,1,0,1)
(1,1,0,0,0) + (0,1,-1,1,0) = (1,2,-1,1,1)
(0,0,0,1,1) + (0,0,0,1,1) = (0,0,0,2,2)
(0,0,0,1,1) + (1,0,1,0,1) = (1,0,1,1,2)
(0,0,0,1,1) + (0,1,-1,1,0) = (0,1,-1,2,1)
(1,0,1,0,1) + (0,1,-1,1,0) = (1,1,0,1,1) duplic.
In fact we obtain one duplicate element, and only one bigger
then M. With the previous procedure we had 3 elements
bigger them M.
For level j=3 we have:
(1,1,0,0,0) + (0,0,0,1,1) + (0,0,0,1,1) = (1,1,0,2,2)
(1,1,0,0,0) + (0,0,0,1,1) + (1,0,1,0,1) = (2,1,1,1,2)
(1,1,0,0,0) + (0,0,0,1,1) + (0,1,-1,1,0) = (1,2,-1,2,1)
(1,1,0,0,0) + (1,0,1,0,1) + (0,1,-1,1,0) = (2,2,0,1,1)
(0,0,0,1,1) + (0,0,0,1,1) + (1,0,1,0,1) = (1,0,1,2,3)
(0,0,0,1,1) + (0,0,0,1,1) + (0,1,-1,1,0) = (0,1,-1,3,2)
(0,0,0,1,1) + (1,0,1,0,1) + (0,1,-1,1,0) = (1,1,0,2,2) duplic.
Now, instead 20 vectors we obtain only 7, one duplicate and 3
bigger then M.
For j=4:
(1,1,0,0,0) + (0,0,0,1,1) + (0,0,0,1,1) + (1,0,1,0,1)=(2,1,1,2,3)
(1,1,0,0,0) + (0,0,0,1,1) + (1,0,1,0,1) + (0,1,-1,1,0)=(2,2,0,2,2)
(1,1,0,0,0) + (0,0,0,1,1) + (1,0,1,0,1) + (0,1,-1,1,0)=(2,2,0,2,2)
(0,0,0,1,1) + (0,0,0,1,1) + (1,0,1,0,1) + (0,1,-1,1,0)=(1,1,0,3,3)

¦x

To obtain all minimal path vectors of level j, we need to
j

calculate all sums x

k

such that xkMDP1. Because

§ m  j  1·
¸¸ number of such sums, and
¨¨
j
©
¹
§ § m  j  1· ·
¸¸ ¸¸ o(m j ) , we have following theorem:
o¨¨ ¨¨
j
¹¹
©©
k 1

there

is

Theorem 1 Let we have a two-terminal network with m
minimal path vectors for level 1. Then, the complexness of
the algorithm for directly determination of the minimal path
set for level j is smaller then o m

j

.

VI. AN ALGORITHM FOR NETWORKS THAT HAS ARC
CAPACITIES WITH INTEGER FLOWS

The proposed algorithm can be modified for systems in which
the capacity of arc i is an integer-value xi, 0xiMi. The vector
of maximal states of the system is M= (M1, M2,!,Mn).
Definition 2 A vector x is said to be a minimal performance
path vector to level j MPPj if M (x)=j and for every other
y<x, M(y)<j.
The difference between the MPj and MPPj is in that the
elements from MPj are also elements in E and from the

In fact, now we obtain only 4 elements, and before we had 12.
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elements in MPPj it is not required to be in E. Note that if
xE then x is a minimal path vector to level j. Next
proposition gives the relation between MPj and MPPj.
Next we define an equivalent of MDPj:

2

Definition 3 Let x be a minimal performance path vector of
level j, then minimal performance direction path vector of
level j MDPPj is obtained from x by getting -xi always when
the i-th link is bidirectional and it is used in negative direction
(transport true this link is in the negative direction)
3

Proposition 3: For each xMPj there is vector yMPPj such
that y<x. Moreover, x is the smallest vector in E such that
y<x.
So, for these types of systems we will use the same algorithm
explain in Section 2, but instead looking for minimal path
vectors to level j we will obtain MPPj. Then for each element
from MPPj we will find the smallest vector yE such that
xy. This vector is a path vector for level j, but it is not
necessary to be a minimal path vector. In fact, by this
procedure we will get all minimal path vectors, but also we
will get some vectors which are not minimal paths. So, to
obtain the set of minimal path vectors we must dispose all no
minimal vectors obtained by the pervious procedure.
Next we give the algorithm. Note that this algorithm can also
be used for systems regarded in the Section 2.

4

5

Step 1: Find all minimal path vectors of binary system. This
set is equal to the set MPP1.
Step 2: Find all MDPP1
Step 3: Using the set MPP1 constructs the set MP1 on the
following way: for each element xMPP1 fined the smallest
elements in yE which is larger then x.
Step 4: Construct the set MDPP!j+1={x+y|xMDPj, yMDP 1}
Step 5: The set MDPPj is obtain from the set MDPP!j by
deleting duplicate elements and elimination all elements x
such that Abs(x) is not smaller or equal to M.
Step 6: The set MPPj is obtained from {Abs(x)| xMDPj} by
elimination the elements that appear more then once.
Step 7: Using the set MPPj constructs the set MPj on the
following way: for each element xMPPj fined the smallest
elements in yE which is larger then x.
Step 8: Repeat steps 4, 5, 6 and 7 for all jM.

10201
10101 10201
03020
01110 03020
00022 00022
0 0 0 2 2 0.95989
01121 03221
03220
02220 03220
13021
10112 10222
30202
11011 13021
33000
12110 13220
20202 30202
21101 33201
22000 33000
10123 10223
1 0 2 2 3 0.85041
11022 13022
13221
12121 13221
13220
13220 13220
33000
20213 30223
21112 33222
22011 33021
23110 33220
31202 33202
32101 33201
33000 33000
21123 33223
3 3 0 2 1 0.5832
22022 33221
23121 33221
31213 33223
32112 32222
33011 33021
32123 3322 3
3 3 0 2 2 0.5508
33022 3302 2
Table 1: Minimal path vectors and reliability
VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we give an algorithm for calculation of the
minimal path vectors of a multi-state two terminal network.
This algorithm needs only the minimal path set for binary
network with the same structure as the multi-state network.
That means that after the minimal path set for binary network
is found, to obtain minimal path vectors for all other levels
we do not need to know the adjacency matrix. In fact, all
vectors are obtained by addition of these vectors. From the
other side, the complexness of the algorithm is not
exponential. So we have a quick algorithm.
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